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Bitcoin is the best performing currency two years in a row, seeing a 35% increase in 2015 and a
126.2% increase in 2016, finishing at $968.23 USD.1 It was also the best performing currency in 2013,
seeing a 5,429% increase then.2 As of today, the 5th of May, 2017, Bitcoin is valued at $1,579.90 USD,3
which is already far past the 30% increase in price since the new year needed to establish it as the best
performing currency of 2017 as well.
Bitcoin, as well as most alternative cryptocurrencies, are deflationary, and see a drastic rise in
price as they stabilize.4 As Bitcoin has risen sharply in price the last two years it, "has become even
steadier than established reserve currencies like the British pound."5 Bitcoin's stability is now that of a
large cap stock, sitting at a $25 Billion USD market cap currently,6 which kills one of the perennial
criticisms of cryptocurrency. 7 It will most likely continue this trend as Bitcoin tracks gold as a hedge
against economic uncertainty while American, Japanese, and Italian banks are being bailed out.8 Liberal
estimates, for the high hopes of Bitcoin ETF approval by the SEC and the activation of SegWit, place the
value of Bitcoin at $5,000 USD by the end of the year. 9 Conservative estimates place BTC at $10,000 USD
by 2021 even if it doesn't increase its cryptocurrency market share, 10 guaranteeing safe long-term
investment.
On top of this, there is a large altcoin industry; the alternative cryptocurrency markets are
gaining favor as well, as altcoins now account for more than 40% of the cryptocurrency market
capitalization.11 Ethereum, a popular alternative cryptocurrency now sitting at $7.5 Billion USD market
cap, rose 1,141% since the year started. 12 This will mean that we will likely start seeing altcoins in the
top five of the best performing currencies alongside Bitcoin, furthering adoption and support for
cryptocurrency and stabilizing alternative currencies in parallel with Bitcoin. This allows safe short-tolong-term investment in altcoins additional to investments in Bitcoin.
Even if the cryptocurrency ecosystem became less stable and returned to high volatility, this
would still be good for investing. I've averaged ~20% margins from passive monthly BTC trades, relying
on volatility. A 20% average margin is not nearly as high as some of the 40% averages I've seen from
more active traders, but with more time invested you would see a higher margin or a significantly higher
frequency of trading, which would compound a decent amount. Money being made on the way up as
well as the way down means volatility will be steadier as adoption grows.
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[November 29th, 2017]

Since writing this in May, some significant changes have occurred, far surpassing even the
wildest estimates I had predicted for the end of the year. Bitcoin is currently valued at ~$10,400 USD
(and hit $11,400 highs this very morning).13 Bitcoin currently has a market cap of $176 billion USD, more
than seven times of what it was in May. 14
Since writing in May, SegWit was activated and universally adopted with little to no issue,
driving the price past $5,000 USD as predicted. SegWit2x was predicted to drive the price down as it
would create a hard fork, however SegWit2x was beaten down violently and helped drive the price of
Bitcoin up to $8,000. It has also been announced (since May) that Uruguay and Russia will be issuing
their own state-backed cryptocurrencies, further driving the price up. 15
Of course, there has been a lot of opprobrium about this being a 'bubble', noting that ~1,000%
increase in value in a year is 'too much', despite the 5,429% increase in value that occurred in 2013.
Every time a crypto veteran hears this, they ask, "Which one?" This usually leaves people confused, but
since there's already been dozens of bubbles, and each pop generates a bounce that leaves the price
higher than when it popped, bubbles are nothing but positive volatility in the crypto ecosystem. Just
since I have been writing this the price of BTC has fallen ~$1,000 USD, which makes sense - everyone in
North America is waking up and 10k is a nice round number, a psychological limiter that most weren't
prepared to pass last night.
But again, you could ask where the 'bubble' is? There was a 2k pop three-ish months ago from
5k to 3k, which subsequently bounced to 8k. These pops are good signs for cryptocurrency; a lot of
people have a hard time understanding this because they treat cryptocurrency like stock or hard assets
when it is neither and has no reason to behave exactly the same as them.
Let's say that this pop keeps dropping after I finish writing, and that there's a 50% loss of
Bitcoin's value by the end of today, leaving Bitcoin at roughly $5,000 USD tonight. Given the power of
exponential trends, this is only a two-month setback for Bitcoin.16 At that price there would still be more
than a 500% increase in value since the beginning of the year and Bitcoin would still be the best
performing currency in 2017. Only new daytraders and people looking to turn fiat profit from crypto
(both considered outsiders) believe the USD price tie to BTC is meaningful here. Long term investors and
enthusiasts are not in this purely for profit, they will keep using Bitcoin as the technology it was
intended for and the currency it reifies as secondary to that.
As a closing note, it should be obviated that the 'true' floating price of any currency is not
arbitrary and has several objective means to calculate those ties. This can be done with Bitcoin just the
same. A quick way to check whether the price of Bitcoin is actually in "a bubble" is by taking its total
supply (16.7 million current circulating supply,17 21 million hard-cap) and diving it from 1% of the M0-M3
global money supply (representing a 1% global adoption) and seeing how much each coin should be
worth. Considering that blockchain technology is partially used and can be fully used as the backbone of
the NYSE and most of the major world banks already,18 the percentage is easily projectable to 20%, so
both numbers will be calculated in the following tables to show a wide range of adoption.
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:: Current True Bitcoin Price Per Coin ::
At 1% Global Adoption

At 20% Global Adoption
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(36,800,000,000,000*0.01)/16,700,000 (36,800,000,000,000*0.20)/16,700,000
"True Value" = $22,035.93 USD
"True Value" = $440,718.56 USD

M320

(90,400,000,000,000*0.01)/16,700,000 (90,400,000,000,000*0.20)/16,700,000
"True Value" = $54,131.74 USD
"True Value" = $1,082,634.73 USD

M0

Current PPC

$10,000 USD approximate 24h average

$10,000 USD approximate 24h average

Over/Under?

BTC undervalued by 120%-441%

BTC undervalued by 4,307%-10,726%
MRG

Numbers ran are based on the prices at noon of November 29th, 2017. The most conservative
estimate places the current true value 120% above the current USD price evaluation, and the most
liberal estimate places the current true value at 10,726% above the current USD price evaluation. These
will shift to be slightly less when the 21 million hard-cap of minted coins is hit, as the calculations will be
done with 21 million instead of 16.7 million, but these will shift to be significantly more when more
cryptocurrency technologies back stock and asset markets and when more crypto-based options and
derivatives become available on major exchanges, as the calculations will be done with broader global
value metrics instead of M0 & M3.
If the current trend of adoption continues, we can project loose estimates for future PPCs by
adding the market capitalization of all stock markets (73 trillion USD) and a conservative estimate of the
derivatives market (544 trillion) onto the M3 global money supply (90 trillion). This is shown in the table
below. Including the capacities and uses of smart-contracting that Bitcoin made possible, we could also
include the global real estate market to add another 217 trillion USD, but I'm skipping this now, as most
people either don't believe Bitcoin's value extends to hard asset exchange or they don't believe anything
in these tables anyways, but keep in mind that skepticism of BTC's value based on its extension into the
derivatives market can be hedged by the lack of inclusion of real estate. This makes the following table
fairly accurate.

:: Projected True Bitcoin Price Per Coin ::
At 1% Global Adoption
M3 + Stocks +
Derivatives21

At 20% Global Adoption

(707,000,000,000,000*0.01)/21,000,000 (707,000,000,000,000*0.20)/21,000,000
"True Value" = $336,666.67 USD
"True Value" = $6,733,333.33 USD

Current PPC

$10,000 USD approximate 24h average

$10,000 USD approximate 24h average

Over/Under?

BTC undervalued by 3,267%

BTC undervalued by 67,233%
MRG
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[February 26th, 2018]

2017 closed in the best way possible, ~50% lower than its peak of $20,000. This is great for two
reasons: firstly that a 50% pop after a ~2,000% rise makes it look like "the bubble" has popped and so
skeptics have finally shut up; secondly this bull-bear cycle was expected and exactly matches with the
volatility trend in Bitcoin's history. What is meant by this is that there is a bull-bear cycle every few
months where the price increases 200% on average and then dips 40% on average. 22 When you know
this, and know that volatility has also been dropping on average every year of the currency's existence,
"the face of volatility," stops sounding like a reasonable name for something so predictable. 23
This also means we have a new plateau for the USD price-tie of Bitcoin at $20,000. Here at the
end of February, the price is still hovering at 10k, but many are expecting Bitcoin to close 2018 much
higher than 10k, and much higher than its 2017 peak of 20k. The conservative predicted price is at 50k.24
The means used for predicting this rise are an increase in general adoption and use, further acceptance
into futures and options markets (of which there are plenty now),25 and the continued spread of the
Lightning Network of which had more nodes than BCH only a week after it went to mainnet.26 The
Lightning Network is jokingly described as, "unfairly cheap," because it only costs $4 USD to open a
channel compared to the $100+ USD of sending a next-block transaction on the Bitcoin blockchain. 27
This alone has almost single-handedly solved all scaling problems for Bitcoin in the near and even distant
future and should lead to a significant price rise the further it rolls out.
Additional reasons to believe a 50k marker will be hit by the end of the year are the successful
implementations of fully decentralized blockchain-based goods markets like OpenBazaar and Particl,
fully decentralized predictions and forecasting markets like Augur, fully decentralized exchange
platforms like Bisq, fully decentralized organizations and jurisdiction bodies like Aragon, and now even
fully decentralized news outlets like DNN and transmedia content franchises like Cellarius. Blockchain
technologies serve as the backbone for all of these projects and many more are sure to be developed in
2018, pushing the price of Bitcoin further still.
A prediction from earlier in this document that came true for the close of 2017 was that several
altcoins are now joining Bitcoin in the top-ten performing currencies of the planet, a list increasingly
depopulated by national fiat currencies. The notable large-mcap altcoins that joined this list are NEO
with a 52,092% rise (4.9 billion mcap),28 Ripple with a 34,093% rise (86.5 billion mcap),29 Stellar with a
18,600% rise (6.1 billion mcap),30 Ethereum with a 9,428% rise (72.8 billion mcap),31 Dash with a 9,218%
rise (8.4 billion mcap),32 and Litecoin with a 5,2012% rise (12.8 billion mcap),33 for a total mcap of 191.5
billion, rivaling Bitcoin's 236.7 billion mcap at the close of 2017. The addition of altcoins into this top-ten
list was predicted when altcoins passed the 50% portion of the total market capitalization in the crypto
ecosystem; there was an exponential jump towards this starting in May of 2017.34 Following this trend,
it's safe to predict that the top-ten list of currency performance for 2018 will be entirely large-mcap
cryptocurrencies.
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